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Abstract This paper proposes an active fault-tolerant control strategy for an aircraft with dissim-

ilar redundant actuation system (DRAS) that has suffered from vertical tail damage. A damage

degree coefficient based on the effective vertical tail area is introduced to parameterize the damaged

flight dynamic model. The nonlinear relationship between the damage degree coefficient and the

corresponding stability derivatives is considered. Furthermore, the performance degradation of

new input channel with electro-hydrostatic actuator (EHA) is also taken into account in the dam-

aged flight dynamic model. Based on the accurate damaged flight dynamic model, a composite

method of linear quadratic regulator (LQR) integrating model reference adaptive control (MRAC)

is proposed to reconfigure the fault-tolerant control law. The numerical simulation results validate

the effectiveness of the proposed fault-tolerant control strategy with accurate flight dynamic model.

The results also indicate that aircraft with DRAS has better fault-tolerant control ability than the

traditional ones when the vertical tail suffers from serious damage.
� 2016 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Structural damage to an aircraft, like the damage/loss of a ver-

tical tail, can lead to loss of controllability, which would create

a challenging situation for the pilots.1–3 An example of such a
situation, is the disaster that involved the Boeing 747 freighter
aircraft that crashed in Mount Osutaka in 1985, with no one

survived (520 fatalities). In this particular case, the aircraft lost
the vertical tail and the hydraulic pipelines were pulled apart.
This damage caused significant loss of controllability and, next

to that, structural changes, which led to the crash. Another
such similar example was 2001-A300, vertical tail loss, 265
fatalities. Such failures were likely to be survivable, if given cor-

rect control input and a wise trajectory. However, there were no
effective measures for these aircraft with traditional centralized
hydraulic actuation system (HAS) in such extreme situations,

since the vertical tail loss would pull apart the hydraulic
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pipelines and lead the aircraft to lose pressures to actuate. For-
tunately, the modern civil aircraft are developing toward the
trend of being powered electrically more and more. Electro-

hydrostatic actuators (EHA) have been applied in aircraft
together with traditional centralized HAS, which produces dis-
similar redundant actuation system (DRAS).4,5 Consequently,

there has been a growing interest in new-type aircraft with this
kind of new actuation system. The commercial aircraft, A380,
A350 and A400M of Airbus Company have adopted DRAS

of 2H/2E type. Researches about DRAS are being done as
one effective measure to further enhance the flight safety.6

These researches indicate that aircraft with DRAS have poten-
tial fault-tolerant capability to respond to some extreme situa-

tions. Therefore, it is desirable to develop fault-tolerant
mechanisms for aircraft with DRAS that can assist the crew
in some severe situations.

Outer mold line changes due to the damage can result in
nonlinear and/or non-symmetric mass properties, aerodynam-
ics, or control characteristics.7 Though it is difficult to analyti-

cally estimate or predict such characteristics or their impact, it
is still very necessary to study the relationship between the dam-
age degree and the dynamic model to service the fault-tolerant

control (FTC) strategy design. The general effects of vertical
tail damage on directional characteristics are similar in nature
to those seen in the pitch axis from stabilizer damage, namely,
a reduction in static and dynamic stability. Much earlier work

has been done to study the damaged aircraft modeling and the
fault-tolerant strategy.8–10 In these researches, the researchers
studied the damaged aircraft model with vertical tail loss with

not very serious damage using Boeing-747 100/200 data and
regarded the input channel can continue to work. However, it
is highly possible for the aircraft only with centralized HAS

to lose the input channel when suffering from serious vertical
tail loss. Besides, in these researches, the damage-induced aero-
dynamics characteristics change is expressed as a linear scale of

the maximum damage degree, the accurate nonlinear relation-
ship between the damage degree and its corresponding stability
and control derivatives has not been studied.

For the research about vertical tail loss,10 since the

researchers studied the not very serious damage degree, three
passive fault-tolerant control (PFTC) methods: quadratic sta-
bilization, guaranteed cost control and quadratic cost control

with robust pole placement were compared. The conclusion
is that guaranteed cost control with robust pole placement
can have a better control performance when the damage is less

than 10%. However, when the damage degree exceeds a criti-
cal number, those PFTC methods would be no longer applica-
ble. An active fault-tolerant control (AFTC)11–15 method
should be chosen to respond to extreme situations. Many

researchers developed effective control methods to cope with
FTC problems of complex system. In Li and Yang’s latest
research work,16 an adaptive fuzzy decentralized control

method was used to solve the FTC problem of large-scale non-
linear systems with actuator faults and unknown dead zone; in
their another work,17 a robust fuzzy adaptive control method

was used to solve the FTC problem of large-scale nonlinear
systems with mismatched uncertainties and actuator faults.
Both researches indicate the effectiveness of adaptive tech-

nique as one important factor of the control method. To com-
pensate for the serious failures of aircraft, Stengel and Huang
studied reconfigurable control using proportional-integral
implicit model following method very early.18 Bodson and

Groszkiewicz developed a multivariable adaptive algorithm
for reconfigurable flight control system.19 Boškovic and Mehra
developed an adaptive control method for a tailless advanced

fighter aircraft under wing damage.20 The later researches,
e.g. in Lavretsky’s research, an composite model reference
adaptive control (MRAC) method was developed by integrat-

ing the classical model following method and adaptive con-
trol.21 These researches indicate that MRAC can be an
effective FTC method and it is necessary to highlight that in

flight control system the determination of control law param-
eters should be more efficient.

This paper studies the civil aircraft with DRAS and focuses
on the modeling of damaged aircraft in vertical tail loss situa-

tion and developing FTC strategy. A damage degree coeffi-
cient based on the effective vertical tail area is introduced,
and then the nonlinear relationship between the damage degree

and its corresponding stability and control derivatives are
studied. In this way, a flight dynamic model for a damaged air-
craft is developed to account for various damage degrees that

result in changes to aerodynamics. Furthermore, even the
hydraulic systems lose pressure when the pipelines are pulled
apart due to vertical tail loss, EHA can continue to actuate

to stabilize the dynamic model. Therefore, the performance
of EHA is also modeled in the dynamic model. Based on the
accurate modeling, an AFTC strategy, using MRAC com-
posed of linear quadratic regulator (LQR) technique,22,23 is

developed. In this way, the control law parameters can be
determined by LQR method while the fault-tolerance can be
guaranteed by MRAC method. Simulation results illustrate

the necessity of accurate modeling and effectiveness of
designed FTC strategy.

2. Modeling of damaged aircraft

It is a standard practice to linearize the model around a certain
steady flight operating point. When the aircraft suffers from

vertical tail damage, only some lateral-directional parameters
change, therefore, only the lateral-directional model of the air-
craft was considered in this paper. Using the early research

work,10,24 the aircraft model under normal conditions can be
represented as follows:

_x ¼ Axþ BuH

y ¼ Cx

�
ð1Þ

where the state variable vector x ¼ ½ b; p; r; / �T, in which

b is the sideslip angle, p the roll rate, r the yaw rate, and / the
roll angle; the system corresponding matrices are

A ¼

Yb

m

Yp

m
Yr

m
� u0 g0 cos h0

Lb

I0x
þ I0zxNb

Lp

I0x
þ I0zxNp

Lr

I0x
þ I0zxNr 0

Nb

I0z
þ I0zxLb

Np

I0z
þ I0zxLp

Nr

I0z
þ I0zxLr 0

0 1 tan h0 0

2
66664

3
77775

B ¼

Yda
m

Ydr
m

Lda
I0x

þ I0zxNda
Ldr
I0x

þ I0zxNdr

Nda
I0z

þ I0zxLda
Ndr
I0z

þ I0zxLdr

0 0

2
66664

3
77775

C ¼ 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

� �

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
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For the systemmatrices, the nomenclature for all the param-
eters in matrices A and B is the same as in Li and Liu’s research

work.10 Where I0x ¼ ðIxIz � I2zxÞ=Iz, I0z ¼ ðIxIz� I2zxÞ=Ix,
I0zx ¼ Izx=ðIxIz � I2zxÞ; Ix and Iz are inertia moments about

ðx; zÞ axes respectively; Izx is the inertia product due to ðx; zÞ
axes; Yb, Yp and Yr are the side aerodynamic forces in three

stability axes respectively;Lb,Lp andLr are the rollingmoments

in three stability axes respectively;Nb,Np andNr are the yawing

moments in three stability axes respectively;Yda andYdr are side

aerodynamic forces provided by ailerons and rudders
respectively; Lda and Ldr are the rolling moments provided by

ailerons and rudders respectively; Nda and Ndr are the yawing
moments provided by ailerons and rudders respectively; m is

the total mass of the airplane; u0 is the reference flight speed;
h0 is the reference angle of climb; g0 is the acceleration due to
gravity.

uH ¼ ½ da; dr �T is the control input vector, and da the con-
trol input provided by ailerons, dr the control input provided
by rudders. The output matrix C indicates that sideslip angle
b and roll angle / are the system output.

In this section, the aircraft dynamic model has been well
developed. An accurate model can be obtained by considering
the nonlinear damage of vertical tail and the performance

degradation of EHA.

2.1. Modeling of nonlinear damage

2.1.1. Modeling of vertical tail damage

For aircraft suffering from vertical tail damage, as shown in
Fig. 1, the fracture shape caused by vertical tail loss is irregular

and some relative assumptions are made for the proceeding of
the research.

Assumption 1. The vertical tail shape is regular trapezium and

the loss part of vertical tail is equivalent to regular trapezium.

Based on Assumption 1, a parameter l is introduced to

define the damage degree.

Definition 1. Vertical tail damage coefficient l: the ratio of lost
effective area in all effective areas of the vertical tail.

With the above definition, l 2 ½0; 1� can be used to repre-
sent different damage cases, especially, l ¼ 0 represents that
the flight model is in normal condition without damage. In

order to obtain the nonlinear relationship between l and all
the corresponding stability derivative deviation, the fundamen-
tal equation of vertical tail derivative in Eq. (2) is used as

Cyb ¼
2pA Sout

Sref

� �
F

2þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4þ A2b2

g2 1þ tan2Kmax t

b2

� �r ð2Þ

where Cyb is the damaged vertical tail derivative; b2 ¼ 1�Ma2,

F ¼ 1:07ð1þ d=bÞ2, with Ma the Mach number, b the height of
vertical tail and d the fuselage diameter; Sout and Sref are

exposed area and reference area respectively; A ¼ b2=Sref is

the aspect ratio of vertical tail; Kmax t is the vertical tail sweep
of string position of airfoil thickness; and g is the efficiency of
airfoil.

Based on Assumption 1 and Definition 1, several geometric
parameters in the case of vertical tail partial loss can be
obtained. As shown in Fig. 2, ct and cr are the vertical tail
tip chord length and the vertical tail root chord length respec-

tively. The exposed area of vertical tail can be obtained as that
in Eq. (3).

Sout ¼ 1

2
ðct þ crÞb ð3Þ

When the vertical tail damage degree is l, the vertical tail
tip chord length changes from ct to ctðlÞ; meanwhile, the
height of vertical tail deduces by bðlÞ, also the aspect ratio

of vertical tail changes into AðlÞ; considering all these factors,
the nonlinear relationship between l and Cyb can be obtained

based on trapezoid area equation. As shown in Fig. 2, the lost
area of vertical tail can be represented as

lSout ¼ 1

2
ðct þ ctðlÞÞbðlÞ ð4Þ

and the rest area of the vertical tail should be

ð1� lÞSout ¼ 1

2
ðcr þ ctðlÞÞðb� bðlÞÞ ð5Þ

Combining Eqs. (3) and (4), bðlÞ can be obtained as bðlÞ ¼
ðctþcrÞl
ctþctðlÞ b, then the effective rest vertical tail height can be repre-

sented as

bleft ¼ b� bðlÞ ¼ b 1� ðct þ crÞl
ct þ ctðlÞ

� �
ð6Þ

Combining Eqs. (5) and (6), the representation of the verti-
cal tail tip chord length can be obtained as

ctðlÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ð1� lÞct þ 2lcr

b
Sout � ctcr

r
ð7Þ

Fig. 1 An aircraft with irregular partial vertical tail loss. Fig. 2 Regular damage and relative parameters of vertical tail loss.
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Then the aspect ratio of vertical tail when the vertical tail
suffers from l degree damage can be obtained as

AðlÞ ¼ b2left
Sref � Sout þ Soutð1� lÞ ð8Þ

Finally the nonlinear relationship between l and Cyb can be

obtained using the above equations as

CybðlÞ ¼
2pAðlÞ Soutð1�lÞ

ðSref�SoutÞþSoutð1�lÞ

h i
� 1:07 1þ d

bleft

� �2

2þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4þ A2ðlÞb2

g2 1þ tan2Kmax t

b2

� �r ð9Þ

In order to simulate the nonlinear relationship between l
and Cyb , this paper uses vertical tail characteristics of

Boeing-747 and its corresponding parameters are chosen as:

Sout ¼ 77 m2, Sref ¼ 87 m2, b ¼ p=16, d ¼ 6:5 m, b ¼ 9:8 m,
Kmax t ¼ 40�, g ¼ 0:95, ct ¼ 4 m, cr ¼ 11:7 m.

The relationship between l and Cyb is shown in Fig. 3, in

which Cyb decreases gradually to 0 as l changes from 0 to 1.

In this process, the relationship between l and Cyb presents

strong nonlinearity. The absolute difference jDCyb j vs l is

shown in Fig. 4, in which jDCyb j reaches the maximum value

when the damage degree l ¼ 0:9. Based on this nonlinear func-
tion about l and Cyb , one more precise vertical tail damaged

aircraft model can be obtained.

2.1.2. Corresponding dimensional aerodynamic derivatives

In the case of aircraft suffering from vertical tail damage, there

are also other damage-induced stability and control deriva-
tives. Using Hitachi’s research results,8 the relationships
between CybðlÞ and the rest corresponding derivatives can be

obtained as

Cnb ðlÞ ¼ � lv
bw

cos aþ zv
bw

sin a
� �h i

CybðlÞ

ClbðlÞ ¼ zv
bw

cos aþ lv
bw

sin a
� �

Cyb ðlÞ

Cyp ðlÞ ¼ 2 zv
bw

cos a� lv
bw

sin a
� �h i

Cyb ðlÞ

Cnp ðlÞ ¼ � 2
b2w
ðlv cos aþ zv sin aÞðzv cos a� lv sin aÞ

h i
Cyb ðlÞ

ClpðlÞ ¼ 2 zv
bw

� �2

Cyb ðlÞ

CyrðlÞ ¼ � 2
bw
ðlv cos aþ zv sin aÞ

h i
Cyb ðlÞ

CnrðlÞ ¼ 2
b2w
ðlv cos aþ zv sin aÞ2

h i
Cyb ðlÞ

ClrðlÞ ¼ � 2
b2w
ðlv cos aþ zv sin aÞðzv cos a� lv sin aÞ

h i
Cyb ðlÞ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð10Þ
The nomenclature for all the parameters in Eq. (10) and the

following Eq. (11) is the same as in Hitachi’s research results.8

Where CnbðlÞ is the weathercock stability derivative; Clb ðlÞ is
the dihedral effect; CypðlÞ is the side force-in-roll derivative,

CnpðlÞ is the cross derivative of rolling-caused yawing moment;

ClpðlÞ is the damping-in-roll derivative; CyrðlÞ is the attack

angle-caused derivative; CnrðlÞ is the damping-in-yaw deriva-

tive; ClrðlÞ is the cross derivative of yawing-caused rolling
moment; bw is the wing span; lv and zv are horizontal and ver-
tical location of the aerodynamic center of the vertical tail; a is

the attack angle of the zero lift line.
The affected stability and control derivatives indicate that

the vertical tail damage would have significant impact on lat-
eral and directional dynamic behavior. The corresponding

changing aerodynamic derivatives in the lateral and directional
dynamic model are listed as

YbðlÞ ¼ 1
2
qSwCybðlÞ

YrðlÞ ¼ 1
4
qbwSwCyrðlÞ

YpðlÞ ¼ 1
4
qbwSwCypðlÞ

LbðlÞ ¼ 1
2
qbwSwClbðlÞ

LrðlÞ ¼ 1
4
qb2wSwClrðlÞ

LpðlÞ ¼ 1
4
qb2wSwClpðlÞ

NbðlÞ ¼ 1
2
qb2wSwCnbðlÞ

NrðlÞ ¼ 1
4
qb2wSwCnrðlÞ

NpðlÞ ¼ 1
4
qb2wSwCnpðlÞ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

where q is the air density; Sw is the wing reference area.

2.2. Design of performance degradation input function

In this research, the civil aircraft with DRAS was studied. The

structure of DRAS is shown in Fig. 5, where uh and ue are the
input signals for HA and EHA respectively, iv the electrical sig-
nal for the servo valve, and hd the deflection angle of the control

surface. When the vertical tail suffers from serious damage, the
vertical tail loss will pull apart the hydraulic pipelines, and the

Fig. 3 Function relationship between Cyb and l.

Fig. 4 Absolute value difference of jDCyb j vs l.
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whole hydraulic system will lose pressure. In this case, all con-
trol surfaces actuated by HA system would be in loose floating
state, and then a catastrophic consequence may occur. Fortu-

nately, if the new-type civil aircraft with DRAS can launch
EHA to actuate some main control surfaces quickly, the air-
craft can survive using this new type actuation system.

HA and EHA are different in response performance. EHA
responds more slowly than HA. Therefore, the response per-
formance degradation of EHA should be considered. In this

section, the performance degradation input function was
designed according to the transfer functions of HA and EHA.

2.2.1. Transfer function of HA and EHA

In the early research,25 the force fighting problem of DRAS

has been studied, similarly with the research work, the variable
vector of DRAS was defined as

xDRAS ¼ x11; x12; x13; x14; x21; x22; x23; x24½ �T

¼ xh; vh;Ph; xv; xe; ve;Pe;xe½ �T ð12Þ
where xh and xe are cylinder piston displacement of HA and
EHA respectively; vh and ve are cylinder piston velocity of

HA and EHA respectively; Ph and Pe are loading pressure of
HA and EHA respectively; xv is the servo valve spool displace-
ment of HA; and xe is the motor speed of EHA.

Based on the research work,25 the state space model of HA
can be obtained as

_x11 ¼ x12

_x12 ¼ � BhþBeþBd

mhþmeþmd
x12 þ Ah

mhþmeþmd
x13

_x13 ¼ � 4EhAh

Vh
x12 � 4EhKcl

Vh
x13 þ 4EhKq

Vh
x14

_x14 ¼ � 1
sv
x14 þ Kv

sv
u1

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð13Þ

where Bh, Be and Bd are equivalent damping parameter of
hydraulic cylinder piston of HA and EHA, and the control
surface respectively; mh, me and md are equivalent mass of

hydraulic cylinder piston of HA and EHA, and the control
surface respectively; Ah is the area of HA hydraulic cylinder
piston; Eh is the volumetric modulus of elasticity of HA; Vh

is the total volume of the HA hydraulic cylinder; Kcl is the

sum of flow pressure and leakage coefficient of the HA hydrau-

lic cylinder; Kq is the flow change coefficient; Kv is the propor-

tionality coefficient of electro-hydraulic servo valve; sv is the

servo valve time constant.
Using Laplace transformation, the transfer function of HA

based on its state space model can be obtained as

GhðsÞ ¼ XhðsÞ
u1ðsÞ ¼ KvKq

ahs4 þ bhs3 þ chs2 þ dhs
ð14Þ

where

ah ¼ ðmhþmeþmdÞVhsv
4EhAh

bh ¼ VhsvðBh þ Be þ BdÞ þ ð4EhsvKcl þ VhÞ½
�ðmh þme þmdÞ�=4EhAh

ch ¼ ð4EhsvKcl þ VhÞðBh þ Be þ BdÞ þ 4EhKcl½
�ðmh þme þmdÞ�=4EhAh þ svAh

dh ¼ ðBhþBeþBdÞkclþA2
h

Ah

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

The nomenclature for all the parameters in the equations

above is the same as in the research work.25 Then the domi-
nant pole sH ¼ aH which determines the response performance
of HA can be obtained.

Still based on the research work,25 the state space model of
EHA can be obtained as

_x21 ¼ x22

_x22 ¼ � BhþBeþBd

mhþmeþmd
x22 þ Ae

mhþmeþmd
x23

_x23 ¼ � 4EeAe

Ve
x22 � 4EeCel

Ve
x23 þ 4EeVP

Ve
x24

_x24 ¼ � VP

Jm
x23 � Bme

Jm
x24 þ Km

JmRe
u2

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð15Þ

where Ae is the area of EHA hydraulic cylinder piston; Ee is

the volumetric modulus of elasticity of EHA; Ve is the total
volume of EHA hydraulic cylinder; Cel is the total leakage
coefficient of EHA hydraulic cylinder; VP is the pump output

of EHA; Jm is the total moment of inertia of motor and pump;
Bme is the simplified equivalent damping coefficient of the
motor; Km is the electromagnetic torque constant of the motor;
Re is the is the armature resistance of the motor.

Fig. 5 Dissimilar redundant actuation system composed of HA and EHA.
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Using Laplace transformation, the transfer function of
EHA based on its state space model can be obtained as

GeðsÞ ¼ XeðsÞ
u2ðsÞ ¼ Km=Re

aes4 þ bes3 þ ces2 þ des
ð16Þ

where

ae ¼ JmVeðmhþmeþmdÞ
4EeVPAe

be ¼ JmVeðBh þ Be þ BdÞ=4EeVPAe þ 4EeJmCelð½
þBmeVeÞðmh þme þmdÞ�=4EeVPAe

ce ¼ ð4EeJmCel þ BmeVeÞðBh þ Be þ BdÞ=4EeVPAe

þðV2
P þ BmeCelÞðmh þme þmdÞ=VPAe

þJmAe=VP

de ¼ ðBmeCelþV2
P
ÞðBhþBeþBdÞ

VPAe
þ BmeAe

VP

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

The nomenclature for all the parameters in the equations
above is also the same as in the research work.25 Then the
dominant pole sE ¼ aE which determines the response perfor-

mance of EHA can be obtained.

2.2.2. Performance degradation input function

In order to compare the response performance of HA and
EHA, a signal with the same step for HA and EHA was chosen
to be used in simulation. As shown in Fig. 6, EHA responds
more slowly than HA.

From the transfer functions of HA and EHA, two domi-
nant poles sH ¼ aH and sE ¼ aE which determine the response
time of HA and EHA respectively can be obtained. Then the

degradation performance parameter can be chosen as
Da ¼ jaH � aEj, and then the performance degradation input
function can be obtained as

uE ¼ e�DatuH ð17Þ
In this performance degradation input function, uH is the

input of HA before the aircraft suffers from vertical tail loss,

since the dynamics of actuator on control surface is much fas-
ter than the system dynamics, which means the control surface
deflection bounded in the limit of amplitude can be considered

equal to the command generalized by the controller without
delay. However, when the aircraft suffers from vertical tail
loss, only EHA provides effective measure for the aircraft to
actuate the main control surfaces and the response perfor-

mance degradation e�Dat should be considered.

2.3. Accurate model of vertical tail damaged aircraft

When the aircraft suffers from vertical tail damage, the corre-

sponding parameters and the input channel all change. Based
on the analytical work in the above two sections, the final
accurate damaged model can be obtained as

_x ¼ AðlÞxþ BðlÞuE þ d

y ¼ Cx

�
ð18Þ

where the state variable vector is still x ¼ ½ b; p; r; / �T; d
is the external disturbance, and the system matrices are chan-
ged into

AðlÞ ¼

YbðlÞ
m

YpðlÞ
m

YrðlÞ
m

� u0 g0 cosh0
LbðlÞ
I0x

þ I0zxNbðlÞ LpðlÞ
I0x

þ I0zxNpðlÞ LrðlÞ
I0x

þ I0zxNrðlÞ 0

NbðlÞ
I0z

þ I0zxLbðlÞ NpðlÞ
I0z

þ I0zxLpðlÞ NrðlÞ
I0z

þ I0zxLrðlÞ 0

0 1 tanh0 0

2
666664

3
777775;

BðlÞ ¼

Yda
m

Cyb
ðlÞ

jCyb
ð0Þj

Ydr
m

� �
Lda
I0x

þ I0zxNda

Cyb
ðlÞ

jCyb
ð0Þj

Ldr
I0x

þ I0zxNdr

� �
Nda
I0z

þ I0zxLda

Cyb
ðlÞ

jCyb
ð0Þj

Nda
I0z

þ I0zxLdr

� �
0 0

2
66666664

3
77777775

where the elements of matrix AðlÞ are calculated using the
nonlinear damaged aircraft modeling method which is pro-

posed in Section 2.1. The elements of the second column of
matrix BðlÞ change with the damage degree of the rudder,
since the shape of the rudder is also regular trapezium which
is proportional to the vertical tail, the damage rule is the same

as the vertical tail. Therefore, a new damage coefficient
Cyb

ðlÞ
jCyb

ð0Þj,

which is also based on the fundamental equation CybðlÞ, was
constructed to obtain the damage matrix BðlÞ. The input
channel was replaced by the performance degradation input
function as shown in Eq. (19).

uE ¼ e�DatuH ¼ e�Dat½ da; dr �T ð19Þ

3. Fault-tolerant control strategy

The structure of the FTC strategy is shown in Fig. 7. Under
normal condition, the fault detection and isolation (FDI)

mechanism would obtain healthy result of the aircraft, and
then the baseline control parameters would be solved by the
LQR regulator. In this situation, HA systems actuate to main-

tain desirable flight attitude. Since this paper focuses on the
development of AFTC strategy and there are many mature
techniques to obtain the fault information, when the vertical

tail of the aircraft suffers from partial loss, the damage degree
can be assumed to be determined precisely by the FDI mecha-
nism. The corresponding reconfigurable control law would be
solved by the LQR regulator. Based on the information from

FDI mechanism, the switch mechanism would change the
baseline control law into reconfigurable one and launch
EHA system for the fault-tolerance of the damaged aircraft.

The design steps of the FTC strategy are shown in this section.Fig. 6 Response performance comparison of HA and EHA.
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3.1. Baseline controller design

When all the control surfaces are in good condition, for the
plant, a baseline controller was designed according to the fol-

lowing principles: The baseline controller should guarantee the
stability of the whole closed loop system; the roll angle can
track the given command r/ðtÞ, the tracking error eðtÞ ¼
r/ðtÞ � /ðtÞ ! 0; meanwhile, the sideslip angle bðtÞ ! 0�.

In order to satisfy the design principles, a closed loop feed-
back control law was designed in good condition as

uH ¼ Kxxþ K/

Z
ðr/ � /Þdtþ Kb

Z
ð0� bÞ dt ð20Þ

The specific controller structure is shown in Fig. 8.

If the control command was chosen as r ¼ ½ r/; rb �T and

the plant output was chosen as y ¼ ½/; b �T, then their error
e ¼ r� y can be obtained. In order to eliminate the error, a

control variable xc 2 R2�1 was introduced, and the control

variable system should be _xc ¼ Acxc þ Bcðr� yÞ. Since the
plant output is the controlled object variable vector and the
plant follows the control command vector, then the matrices

of the control variable system can be chosen as Ac ¼ 0 and
Bc ¼ I. Finally an augmented system composed of the plant
and the control variable system can be obtained as

_x

_xc

� �
¼ A 0

�C 0

� �
x

xc

� �
þ B

0

� �
uH þ 0

r

� �
þ d

0

� �

y ¼ h ¼ C 0½ � x

xc

� �
8>>><
>>>:

ð21Þ

For this augmented system, the system matrix is Aaug ¼
A 0

�C 0

� �
6�6

and the control matrix is Baug ¼ B
0

� �
6�2

. Then

the controllability matrix Ccon ¼ Baug; AaugBaug;½
A2

augBaug;A
3
augBaug;A

4
augBaug;A

5
augBaug� can be obtained. Using

the matrices data in Li and Liu’s research work,10 Ccon can
be checked as row full rank. Therefore the controllability of
the augmented system can be guaranteed. And then, a control

law can be designed for poles’ assignment so that the closed

loop system poles can guarantee the system stability. After
poles assignment by the control law form uH ¼ Kxxþ Kcxc,
the closed loop poles of system can have negative real part.
The control law form as in Eq. (20) can be obtained by defin-

ing Kc ¼ K/; Kb½ �. With the control law Eq. (20), which is

essentially a PI controller, the system can track the command
with no steady-error. By solving reasonable feedback gain Kx

and Kc, the system can have a better dynamic performance.

LQR technique was applied in this paper to calculate the feed-
back gain Kx and Kc. The control law can be conveniently
obtained by selecting the state weighting matrix Q and input
weighting matrix R, whose objective is to minimize the total

control cost, which can be formally stated as

J ¼ 1

2

Z 1

0

ðxT
augQxaug þ uTHRuHÞdt ð22Þ

where xaug ¼ ½ x; xc �T and uH is the input vector with HA; the

optimal solution to minimize the total control cost can be

obtained by solving the following Riccati Equation:

PAaug þ AT
augP� PBaugR

�1BT
augPþQ ¼ 0 ð23Þ

where the matrix P is positive and definite. Then the feedback
gain Kx and Kc can be solved as

Kx; Kc½ � ¼ �R�1BT
augP ð24Þ

3.2. Reconfigurable controller design and adaptive parameter
adjustment

When the aircraft suffers from vertical tail damage, the input

channel of HA system would lose its ability to actuate; mean-
while, several stability derivatives change. In this situation, the
baseline control law may not be robust enough to tolerate the

fault to maintain a graceful flight performance, and may even

Fig. 7 Structure of FTC strategy.

Fig. 8 Lateral-directional baseline control law.
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threaten the flight safety. Therefore, another reconfigurable
controller should be designed to stabilize the damaged aircraft
model and realize required function reconfiguration. Since the

severe loss of vertical tail occurs, the rudder would not con-
tinue to provide yaw function and the aileron’s roll function
can be used to provide the centripetal force to realize the

yaw function finally. First, the reconfigurable control gain is
resolved using LQR technique and then MRAC method is
used to adjust the solved control gain, which can guarantee

that the reconfigurable control law is more effective. MRAC
mechanism designed in this paper is shown in Fig. 9.

The reference model can be expressed in the following
form:

_xm ¼ Amxm þ Bmum

ym ¼ Cmxm

�
ð25Þ

This is a closed loop system controlled by the baseline con-
troller. As an reference model, the system matrices can be

deduced as Am ¼ Aþ BKx BKc

�C 0

� �
6�6

, Bm ¼ 04�2

I

� �
6�2

,

Cm ¼ 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0

� �
2�6

. xm ¼ x; xc½ �T6�1 is the state

variable vector, um ¼ rupdate ¼ r/; rb½ �T is the latest command

vector and y ¼ /; b½ �T is the system output. When the air-
craft suffers from vertical tail damage, a control variable
_xc ¼ r� y was introduced as done to the reference model,
and then the plant was obtained as

_xp ¼ Apxp þ Bpup þ d1 þ Brrupdate

yp ¼ Cpxp

(
ð26Þ

where Ap ¼ AðlÞ 0

�C 0

� �
6�6

, Bp ¼ BðlÞ
0

� �
6�2

, Br ¼ 04�2

I

� �
6�2

,

Cp ¼ 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0

� �
2�6

, d1 ¼ d4�1

02�1

� �
.

Since the plant and its reference model have the same
dimension, model following method can be applied to design-
ing the fault tolerant control strategy.

The error between the state of reference model Eq. (25) and
plant Eq. (26) can be defined as eref ¼ xm � xp, and the control

input form was chosen as

up ¼ Keeref þ Kmxm þ DUd ð27Þ

where Ke and Km are control gain matrices which need to be
solved and DUd is the input compensation which mainly deals

with the outside interference d1 in Eq. (26).

Then the differential of state error can be written as

_eref ¼ _xm � _xp ¼ Aperef þ ðAm � ApÞxm þ Bmum � Bpup

� Brrupdate � d1 ¼ ðAp � BpKeÞeref þ ðAm � Ap � BpKmÞxm

þ ðBmum � BrrupdateÞ � ðBpDUd þ d1Þ ¼ ðAp � BpKeÞeref
þ ðAm � Ap � BpKmÞxm � ðBpDUd þ d1Þ ð28Þ

By choosing appropriate gain matrix Km 2 R2�6 and DUd to

satisfy the relationship described by Eq. (27),

Am � Ap � BpKm ¼ 0

BpDUd þ d1 ¼ 0

�
ð29Þ

it leads to

_eref ¼ ðAp � BpKeÞeref ð30Þ

By checking the controllability of ðAp;BpÞ and the poles of

matrix Ap � BpKe have negative real part, the error

eref ¼ xm � xp can be controlled to be zero.

The original feedback control gain matrices Ke and Km were
calculated through the plant matrices AðlÞ and BðlÞ in theory.
DUd was chosen following a certain adaptive adjustment law.

Due to the parameter errors between the plant and the actual
system, their closed loop dynamic performance may behave
very differently. Adaptive parameter adjustment was used to

realize the same dynamic performance, which leads the control
law to be more efficient.

The adaptive parameter adjustment law is designed in the

following process:

_eref ¼ _xm � _xp

¼ ðAp � BpKeÞeref þ ðAm � Ap � BpKmÞxm

� ðBpDUd þ d1Þ
¼ Aperef þ BpðKeðtÞ � Keð0ÞÞeref

þ Bp KmðtÞ � Kmð0Þð Þxm � BpðDUdðtÞ � DUdð0ÞÞ
¼ Aperef þ BpUeref þ BpWxm þ Bpf ð31Þ

where U ¼ KeðtÞ � Keð0Þ, W ¼ KmðtÞ � Kmð0Þ, f ¼ DUdðtÞ�
DUdð0Þ.

By defining Lyapunov function as

V ¼ 1

2
eTrefPadaperef þ trðUTC�1

1 UþWTC�1
2 Wþ fTC�1

3 fÞ� 	 ð32Þ

where Padap 2 R6�6, C1 2 R6�6, C2 2 R6�6 and C3 2 R6�6 are all

positive definite symmetric matrices. Based on the Lyapunov
function shown in Eq. (32), the adaptive law can be obtained

as

upðtÞ ¼ KeðtÞerefðtÞ þ KmðtÞxmðtÞ þ DUd

KeðtÞ ¼
R t

0
ðerefeTrefPadapBpC1ÞTdsþ Keð0Þ

KmðtÞ ¼
R t

0
ðxme

T
refPadapBpC2ÞTdsþ Kmð0Þ

DUdðtÞ ¼
R t

0
ðeTrefPadapBpC3ÞTdsþ DUdð0Þ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð33Þ

where Keð0Þ, Kmð0Þ and DUdð0Þ are the initial values; KeðtÞ,
KmðtÞ and DUdðtÞ are the current moment value obtained
through the designed adaptive law.Fig. 9 Mechanism of model reference adaptive control method.
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4. Simulation study

4.1. Flight conditions and data

To verify the modeling and the effectiveness of the proposed
method in this paper, it was used on the Boeing 747 lateral-

directional model. The given model is in steady flight of certain
flight condition. The data are listed in Table 1.10

4.2. Simulation results

4.2.1. Simulation for effectiveness of baseline control law

First, the baseline control law parameters was solved using the

proposed fault-tolerant strategy and LQR technique, and then
its effectiveness was verified in normal conditions. The specific
expressions for system coefficients A and B were given as

A ¼

�0:1068 0 �673:0000 32:1804

�3:5276 �0:8442 0:3088 0

3:6534 �0:0401 �0:2479 0

0 1 0:0349 0

2
6664

3
7775

B ¼

0 9:5858

0:2219 0:1030

0:0155 �0:6208

0 0

2
6664

3
7775

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð34Þ

The baseline control law parameter matrix was solved as

Kbaseð0Þ

¼ �0:1396 12:5755 3:0829 19:5440 �9:3071 �3:6576

31:3745 �4:5693 �60:8569 �4:4717 3:6576 �9:3071

� �
ð35Þ

Fig. 10 shows the system dynamic performance in normal
conditions. As shown in Fig. 10(a), a sine wave signal with
peak value of �12� was given to the model as the roll com-
mand. The roll angel response can track the command well

with acceptable time delay, meanwhile, the fluctuation ampli-
tude of the sideslip angel is limited in �0:1� and can be
regarded as zero steady state.

As shown in Fig. 10(b), when given a step signal of 12� dur-
ing 10–20 s and 40–50 s as the roll command, during the con-
trol process, the roll response curve can track the command

well and the sideslip angle can steady at zero value finally.
The above simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of

the baseline control law design.

4.2.2. Simulation for comparisons between modeling and fault-
tolerant control methods

In this section, three methods were chosen to compare with

each other to illustrate the control improvement of the nonlin-
ear modeling method and the effectiveness of the proposed
AFTC method. Notations for the three methods were made

as follows.
Method 1 (M1): PFTC method (guaranteed cost control

with robust pole placement) with linear modeling for the dam-

aged aircraft model in Ref.10.
Method 2 (M2): AFTC method (MRAC composed with

LQR regulator) with linear modeling for the damaged aircraft
model.

Fig. 10 System dynamic performance in normal condition.

Table 1 Flight condition, aircraft parameters and derivatives.

Aircraft property Lateral-directional

Altitude (km) 6.096 Clb ð1=radÞ �0.16

Air density (kg=m3) 0.654 Clp ð1=radÞ �0.34

Speed (m/s) 205.1304 Clr ð1=radÞ 0.13

Wing area (m2) 510.967 Clda ð1=radÞ 0.013

Wing span (m) 59.7408 Cldr ð1=radÞ 0.003

Wing mean chord (m) 8.3210 Cnb ð1=radÞ 0.16

Weight (kg) 288771.723 Cnp ð1=radÞ �0.026

Ixxðkg �m2Þ 24:6759� 106 Cnr ð1=radÞ �0.28

Iyyðkg �m2Þ 44:8776� 106 Cnda ð1=radÞ �0.0018

Izzðkg �m2Þ 67:3841� 106 Cndr ð1=radÞ �0.100

Ixzðkg �m2Þ 1:3151� 106 Cyb ð1=radÞ �0.90

Air velocity (m/s) 205:1304 Cyp 0

Thrust (N) 43903:734 Cyr 0

Air density ðkg=m3Þ 0.654 Cyda
0

Pressure ratio 0.4695 Cydr
0.12
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Method 3 (M3): AFTC method (MRAC composed with
LQR regulator) with nonlinear accurate modeling for the dam-
aged aircraft proposed in this paper.

The absolute difference jDCyb j reaches the maximum value

when the damage degree l ¼ 0:9, it means the modeling error
also reaches the maximum value, therefore, the linear and non-

linear modeling methods were compared at l ¼ 0:9.
The system coefficient matrices using linear modeling

method were obtained as

Alinearð0:9Þ ¼

9:9433 1:2081 �679:3420 32:1804

�3:3920 �0:8041 0:1275 0

�2:6928 �0:0988 �0:0607 0

0 1 0:0349 0

2
6664

3
7775

Blinearð0:9Þ ¼

0 0:9586

0:2219 0:0103

0:0155 �0:0621

0 0

2
6664

3
7775

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð36Þ
It has been proved that M1 has obvious effectiveness when

the damage degree is not very serious.10 In this paper the dam-
age degree l ¼ 0:9 was chosen to verify the control result of
the PFTC method compared with the AFTC ones. LMI con-

straint conditions in Ref.10 were solved to obtain the control
parameter matrix of M1 as

KPFTC
linear ð0:9Þ ¼

�16:6368 3:6721 �12:0535 0:5426

�10:5161 �1:2579 705:1688 �33:4036

� �
ð37Þ

The initial control parameter matrix ofM2 was solved using
LQR regulator as

KPFTC
linear ð0:9Þ

¼ �5:8781 1:7012 80:8187 �2:0381 �0:3106 �0:0592

51:4982 3:0704 �730:0424 34:2196 0:0592 �0:3106

� �
ð38Þ

The system coefficient matrices using the proposed nonlin-
ear modeling method were obtained as

Anonlinearð0:9Þ ¼

5:5883 0:6846 �676:5938 32:1804

�3:4507 �0:8215 0:2061 0

0:0572 �0:0734 �0:0729 0

0 1 0:0349 0

2
6664

3
7775

Bnonlinearð0:9Þ ¼

0 4:6970

0:2219 0:0505

0:0155 �0:3042

0 0

2
6664

3
7775

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð39Þ
The initial corresponding fault tolerant control parameter

matrix of M3 was solved as

KAFTC
nonlinearð0:9Þ

¼ �0:0651 0:1449 2:6504 0:0422 �0:0345 �0:3143

1:6655 �0:3998 �65:5610 �2:2763 0:3143 �0:0345

� �
ð40Þ

In this section, a sine wave signal and a step signal were
used in simulations and the control results of M1, M2 and
M3 were compared with each other. Fig. 11 shows the system

dynamics performance comparison between PFTC and AFTC

methods. The analysis for the simulation results are as
follows.

When giving the damaged model a sine wave signal, the
output responses using M1, M2 and M3 are shown in

Fig. 11(a). First, the control results of M1 and M2 were com-
pared: using M1 to control the damaged model, the roll angle
can hardly track the command signal and diverge to extremely

serious degree, meanwhile, the sideslip angle also presents
divergent trend. Air crash would happen in this situation. Sim-
ulation results illustrate that it is futile to use M1 to control the

damaged model to serious damage degree, and the aircraft
would crash due to extreme rolling act. Compared with M1,
when using M2, though time delay exists, the roll response

can track the command with small sideslip angle mostly. It
illustrates that when the damage degree is serious to some cer-
tain extent, AFTC method is more efficient and can avoid air
crash. Second, the control results of M2 and M3 were com-

Fig. 11 System dynamics performance using PFTC and AFTC

with l ¼ 0:9.
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pared: compared with M2, though the fluctuation amplitude in
sideslip response is a little bigger, it is very small and accept-
able. Meanwhile, the time delay of tracking performance is

obviously shorter since Dt2 > 2Dt1; besides, using M3 can elim-
inate the wave error Dd. This comparison illustrates that based
on the proposed nonlinear accurate modeling model, the con-

trol performance for the damaged aircraft model can be
improved.

The roll command signal was chosen in the form of steps

during 10–20 s and 40–50 s. The output responses using M1,
M2 and M3 are all shown in Fig. 11(b). First, the control
results of M1 and M2 were compared: similarly to the sine
wave signal condition, using M1 to control the damaged

model, the roll angle can hardly track the command signal
and diverge to extremely serious degree; meanwhile, the side-
slip angel also presents divergent trend. Simulation results

illustrate that it is futile to use M1 to control the damaged
model when l ¼ 0:9, the aircraft would crash due to extreme
rolling act. Compared with M1, when using M2, the sideslip

angle can stabilize near zero value and the roll response does
not diverge; however, the tracking performance is still very
bad. This comparison illustrates that when the damage degree

is serious to some certain extent, AFTC method is very neces-
sary. Second, the control results ofM2 andM3 were compared:
compared with M2, though there exist fluctuations in sideslip
response, the fluctuation amplitude and the frequency are very

small and acceptable; meanwhile, the tracking performance of
the roll angle is obviously better than that using M2. This com-
parison illustrates that based on the proposed nonlinear accu-

rate modeling model, the control performance for the damaged
aircraft model can be improved.

4.2.3. Simulation for effectiveness of AFTC method in maximum
damage condition

In this section, the control effectiveness of the proposed AFTC
method in maximum damage condition was verified. The dam-

age degree was chosen as l ¼ 1:0, which means the aircraft
totally lose the whole vertical tail. The damaged model matri-
ces and the control law matrix were calculated as

Að1Þ ¼

11:0600 1:3423 �680:0467 32:1804

�3:3769 �0:7996 0:1074 0

�3:3979 �0:1053 �0:0952 0

0 1 0:0349 0

2
66664

3
77775

Bð1Þ ¼

0 0

0:2219 0

0:0155 0

0 0

2
66664

3
77775

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð41Þ

Fig. 12 shows the system dynamic performance under
AFTC control law in maximum damage condition. As shown

in Fig. 12(a), when the vertical tail damage degree l ¼ 1:0,
using the AFTC method, a sine wave signal was given to the

damaged model, the roll angle response can track the com-
mand well with acceptable time delay; meanwhile, though
the sideslip angle response has sine wave fluctuation, the fluc-

tuation amplitude is limited to be �0:1� and can be regarded as
zero steady state.

As shown in Fig. 12(b), when the vertical tail damage

degree l ¼ 1:0, using the AFTC method, a step signal of 12�

during 10–20 s and 40–50 s was given to the damaged model
as the roll command, the roll angle response can track the

command well; meanwhile, though the sideslip angle response
has higher fluctuation frequency than before, the fluctuation

amplitude is limited to be �0:2� and finally stabilized at zero
value.

Fig. 12 System dynamic performance under AFTC control law

in maximum damage condition.

Kcriticalð1Þ ¼
�625:2264 �52:5985 7:9109� 103 �395:5052 10:0000 0:0134

0 0 0 0 0 0

� �
ð42Þ
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The simulation results shown in Fig. 12 illustrate that even
in the most serious damage degree, the proposed AFTC
method can maintain the damaged aircraft controllable and

safe.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the modeling and control of new-type civil air-
craft under vertical tail damage condition have been studied
and evaluated.

(1) The fault tolerant control capability of aircrafts with
DRAS to respond to extraordinary situations is dis-

cussed. A damage degree coefficient based on the effec-
tive vertical tail area is introduced, and then the
nonlinear relationship between the damage degree and

its relevant stability and control derivatives are studied.
Meanwhile, the performance of EHA is also modeled in
the damaged dynamic model. Considering these two fac-
tors, an accurate damaged dynamic model is developed.

(2) The fault tolerant control strategy for the damaged air-
craft model with vertical tail loss is studied. Based on the
accurate modeling, the fault tolerant strategy, using

MRAC composed with LQR technique, is developed.
In this way, the control law parameters can be deter-
mined by LQR method more efficiently and can be

adjusted using MRAC to be more precise in fault condi-
tion. Simulation results to different damage degrees indi-
cate the effectiveness of the fault tolerant control
strategy.

(3) Our further research will focus on the problem of fault
degree detection and isolation, and then integrate the
FDI technique with the fault tolerant strategy efficiently.

Based on this comprehensive technology, our fault toler-
ant strategies may be more applicable.
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